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For years which can be expended to centuries, they have been telling
American Indian Ygung children, they had no written languages. The Elders
who were to relate, that this fact was untrue to the young people, have
never been heard fron. WHY? Because they believed it too!
If the world never seems to get ahead of the socalled, spiritual,
people coming from the 5,000 religions created from the writtings of
ISIS, who present themselves as Holy, Ríghtious, Bigots, and Without
Spiritual and Physical Blemish; don't have one essence of spiritual or
Godly Díscernxnent. Even the unbeliever knows this is impossible and that
is why he or she is a nenbeliever.
Now, The American Indian of old days, was known for spiritually able
to discern the untruths that were being spoken, even when the language
was a foreign and unknown to the Indian. It may have cost the lires of
over 100,000,000 Indians but it is still the basic element that makes
up the lifestyle. '
To deal with the Medicine people of Indian groups today, they are more
perfect as a White Man then the White Man is spiritually. Their Spiritual
discernment is Zero(O)and they give great preference to believing and
accepting _an untruth, while the truth ís an insult to then. __
The educators that haŕe been telling Indians that they had no written
languages, appear to be in the dark as much as the
but its the scientist of Antiquity and Anthropology that have both »ancient
Indian languages and have spent Billions trying to break the code and the
literary trail. The know exactly what Indians of Indian tribes original
belonged .to the_~Ancìent Nations of ATLANTIS or MU. With the kept secret
nf tne Archeaology find of "THE VERO ,AND MELBOURNE MAN" they know the Indian
has since the beginning of time and cannot be included
in DARWIN'S theory of'Evolutíon. The)/know the time the last Ice was from

